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The Lankton Game Grid:

The LGG is a circular graph that 
illustrates the presence and relative 
strength of behaviors which predict 
the likelihood of which games an 
individual will play. (If you don’t have 
the behavior, you can’t play the 
game.)
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Background

• ‘Brilliant’ Harvard Psychologist, Tim Leary

• Researched in mid-1950s

• Interpersonal focus in a psychoanalytic 
climate

• Completed with 30,000 subjects

• Correlated to the M.M.P.I.

• Correlated to psych admission diagnoses

Windows Version 

• Download from: https://lankton.com/icl.zip

• Instructions included

• All necessary files included

• Paper versions included (in many-7 -
languages)

• Compatible with all versions of Windows 
(32 or 64-bit architecture). 

• Will not work on Macs.

• Free
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Types of problem-solving behavior

Administering and 
Scoring

“Instructions: Check the items that describe you.” 
The 128-Item ICL provides a rapid way to display 
problem-solving and interpersonal resources and 
their comparative strength. 

Administration of the Check List

Use the weighted scores (1-4) and location A-M to record and then 
count the total strengths in each “pie piece.”

Begin Scoring the Check List
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Then draw a line across the pie piece at the height from center (0-20).

Graphing the Check List

1, 2, 2, 3, 4 = 12

1, 2, 2, 3, 3 = 11

1, 3, 3 = 7

1, 2, 3, 4 = 10

1, 3 = 4

2, 2, 2, 3 = 9

= 0
1, 2,  = 3

1, 3, 4 = 8
2, 2, 3 = 7

1, 2, 3, 3 = 9

1, 2, 3 = 6

1 = 1

2, 3 = 5

1 = 1
1 = 1

Finally, fill-in the pie piece from the center to the line.  This provides an image of the 
raw score of resources in along the dominance-submission and affiliation-disaffiliation 
coordinates.

Fill-In the Graph
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Complete the Entire Graph Image

Interpreting the Graph
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Modified OK-Corral
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I+U+

I-U+I-U-
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Overlay a Modified OK-Corral

I+U+

I-U+I-U-

I+U-

Overlay OK Corral on Resource Graph 

I+U+

I-U+I-U-

I+U-

Berne: Games People Play, pg. 64.

“The most likely candidate of a systematic, 
scientific classification is probably one based 
on the existential position; but since 
knowledge of this factor is not yet sufficiently 
advanced, such a classification will have to be 
postponed. Failing that, th3e most practical 
classification at present is probably a 
sociological one.”
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OK Corral Overlay

I+U+

I-U+I-U-

I+U-

Social Level Behavior

• It will show the behavior of which a person 
is consciously aware.

• Therefore, the LGG will show the game 
behaviors of the response and payoff 
(often).

• It is unlikely to show the ulterior behavior.

• The game-gimmick may sometimes be 
apparent by the assessment of the ICL.
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Apparent Behavior and Latent 
Behavior

• The ICL may display behavior that is 
seldom seen (like hostile-dominance) for a 
person who seems always to be friendly.

• Why: Unused behaviors were once needed 
or learned in the environment are no longer 
needed for obtaining strokes.  They are 
basically dormant in the current life-
context.
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Assessment Sequence Tactic – Showing 
Relationship to Family of Origin Dynamics

• Review major quadrants and existential positions

• Where is the major block of behavior

• Where are 2nd and 3rd blocks

• Note reciprocal / corresponding sections

• Note which behaviors are avoided

• Note solid (modeled) v. thin (shaped) behaviors

• Notice the axis-proximity of “one-only” pie slices
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Lankton Game Grid Overlay
Decode the Completed Graph Image

Example 1

• Highest is hostile-
submission

• Some low hostile-
dominance tells us 
what?

• Why little to no 
behavior on the 
Friendly side?

Example 2, Presenting Problem: Porn 
Addiction and ED

Why is there 
no affiliative 
behavior?

What does 
this tell us 
about the 
F.O.O. 
problems and 
his 
adaptations?
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Example 3

• Solid Block: 
modeled behavior

• Maximum scores 
shows what?

• Higher hostile-
dominance and 
lower hostile-
submission

• Many resources

Example 4

• “Stereotypical 
female” profile of 
the 1950-60s (per 
Leary).

• All behaviors are 
“low-power” 
operations

• High sub-hostile but 
no dom-hositle 
shows what?

• Few resources for 
environmental/self 
control. 

Example 5

• Solid Block: Dom-
Friendly is probably 
modeled behavior

• What does the high 
aggressive score 
tell us considering:

• A lower hostile-
submission

Here the positive behaviors are shaped

• No Solid Block of 
behaviors tells us?

• High hostile score 
tells us?

• Avoidance of all 
submissive behavior 
tells us what?
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Mother (left) and Father (right)

Neither adult is taking thoughtful Adult control
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Brother (left) and Sister (right)

Each persons tries to occupy an available role and 
learning how to manipulate others to meet his or 
her needs.
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Lawyer w/legal & marital problems Emotionally (stress) created TMJ
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Stress and the Single Mom

She takes care of 
everything and 
everyone except 
herself.

Major Depression Residency Dropout
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A medical 
resident who is 
‘always’ 
disappointed.

He has no friends.

Worse: his 
residency was in a 
Texas city where 
social activity is 
expected and 
highly sanctioned.

Presenting Problem: He’s a 
controlling husband (yup, narcissism)

His wife was a bit 
unhappy that he 
hired a hooker on 
Craig’s list.

He gave me a note 
that he would kill 
himself if I didn’t 
arrange to commit 
him. That was just 
another maneuver 
for attention. 

Presenting: body dysmorphic disorder

Note:
 No dominance.
 No hostility.
 Only attempts to 

cooperate.
 And a sense of 

submission.
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Presenting Marital Problem: she’s too 
emotional; he’s too moody

husband                                          wife

Presenting Problem: quarreling (him) 
/ cheating (her) / distrust (both)

husband                                            wife

Interpersonal Check List: 
Leary, T. (1957). The interpersonal 

diagnosis of personality. NY: Ronald Press
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